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About This Game

Teal is a turn based multiplayer strategy game with simultaneous turns; think chess with guns, that have mind bending
trajectories. Games are played on a variety of maps, each with a different focus. Adapting your team composition and

anticipating the opponent's next move is the key to victory.

Two players compete against one another and take their turns at the same time. The turns are then merged once both have
finished their turn. Then all units execute their moves at the same time. This means that you have to predict the opponent's next

move to be able to hit their units and avoid their projectiles.

Teal features 5 maps, 8 weapons and 3 map objectives that can be utilized to gain an advantage.
Each game is also saved as a replay that can be re-watched to analyze your strategy.

Teal offers online and local multiplayer with a Hot-Seat Mode.
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Title: Teal
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
TealDev
Publisher:
TealDev
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad Core Intel or AMD processor with 2.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 920M or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German
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I had a great time playing this. My love interest rejected me, and I was no longer "whole". However I won the war, and felt like I
made all of the right decisions. My only complaint is that it ended when it did. I will be playing again soon. The writing is well
thought out and the choices you make have real consequences. I bought this on sale, but even at full price it would be worth
picking up.

This is my first review of a game, and it may be my last. Don't hesitate to pick this up if you enjoy choose your own adventure
game play.. My dark skinned cat girl looks god damn perfect with this, icame\/10. Open world walk for 10min hit the end of the
map and fall to my death.World is empty did not see 1 zombie in the open world i think the most fun i had with this was
jumping of the edge of map. It is alpha but i don't see this game going far.. I like this but there needs to be a volume contorl
button.. Niplheim's It's a funny game. It's some time since I played an eroge as fun as this one. (I hope the next games of this
developer are so funny as it). Very interesting game. Nostalgia for the games of the 90s ;D
The game has many locations, weapons, improvements, enemies
+ Achievements
+ Interesting story
+ Beautiful graphics
+ Good music

My mark: 10\/10. You need a way to report people too many hackers running around with no way for us to let you know who.....
other than that the game is a fun classic shooter
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The devs wanted to make fake portal but they didnt manage to do it.. from what i've played (about an hour) this game is alot of
fun, the gameplay mechanics remind me of a game called BOID but that game didn't... ehh... do so well (IMO). This game took
BOID and improved apon it and made another simple yet FUN type of games or "simple to learn, but hard to master". If you
have the money for it and like RTS games... I suggest you pick it up (the only thing I don't like so far is the cost of the game... I
think it shoud be atleast $4 but if they add more to the multiplayer like 2v2, 3v3, FFA, etc and a Level editor this game would
be worth the $10 it is). Omg, this game is not any good at all.. Multiplayer FPS.
Nothing works, nobody playing, this game at the moment has nothing to offer to anyone. Stay away from this one.

Pros:
- Absolutely nothing

Cons:
- Bugs, bugs and few more bugs.
- Nobody playing it and I can see why.. I love this series a lot, and I'm definitely looking forward to the next book. I really want
a Masashi romance, I'm sad that he left in the end, Is he coming back? Did that happen for everyone or did I do something
wrong? In any case, if you enjoyed the other two books, you'll probably enjoy this one too.
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